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Introduction

Usually:
Use of compression programs to reduce the size of data files: saving of storage space or transmission time.
Efficiency: compression performance, speed and reliability.

⇒ Data Compression is used as a black box

Genetic Sequence Analysis:
We must know how a compression program has managed to reduce the file size

Classical Genetic Sequence Analysis Tools:
Difficult to know if the regularities detected are relevant or not

Example:
ACTA GACATTT GAGA GACATTT CTGATCGAGGCA

Without any biological knowledge, data compression tries to give an answer
The original data are not lost! : the original file can be recovered by the decompression program.

\textbf{Input of the compression program: the description} $D$ \textbf{of an object} $S$

\textbf{Output of the compression program: the description} $D'$ \textbf{of the same object} $S$

The compression program tries to compute a shorter description : $|D'| < |D|$

The compression program deletes some regularities and replace them by a code: a \textit{synthetic representation of the regularity}: a kind of “explanation”.

\begin{itemize}
\item Example :
\end{itemize}

direct repeat is a kind of regularity in DNA sequences.

A repeated segment in a DNA sequence is a regularity.

\begin{verbatim}
ACTA GACATT GAGA GACATT CTGATCGAGGCA
ACTAGACATT GAGA[5,7] CTGATCGAGGCA
\end{verbatim}

It “explains” that the origin of the segment is the duplication of another segment.

The new description seems to be a right explanation if it is a shorter one

$\Rightarrow$ Given a compression algorithm and \textbf{knowing the kind of regularities it encodes}, one may study the presence of those regularities in the genetic sequence.

One can locate regular segments and understand why they are regular by looking at their code.

\textbf{Moreover, the compression rate} gives us a quantitative measure of the regularities
Data Compression

Two different classes of compression methods:

1. **lossy compression methods** (image compression, sound compression, ...)

2. **lossless compression methods**: used when losing a character in the data may change its meaning.

In the framework of genetic sequences analysis (DNA, RNA, proteins), **we only consider lossless text compression methods**: the compressed version of the sequence must enclose all the information contained in the original sequence.

*The sequences are texts over a given alphabet:*

- **DNA**: \{A, C, G, T\}
- **RNA**: \{A, C, G, U\}

How can be measured the size reduction?

\[
\text{compression gain} = \frac{\text{original size} - \text{compressed size}}{\text{original size}}
\]

To compute the compression gain, the two sequences must be written over the same alphabet \{0, 1\}

For DNA or RNA: each base can be written over 2 bits: A=00, C=01, G=10 and T(U)=11.

Thus the length in bits for a nucleotidic sequence is twice its length in bases.

For proteic sequences the length in bits is \(2 \times \text{length in amino acids}\).

\[
\text{compression rate} = \frac{\text{original size} - \text{compressed size}}{\text{original size}}
\]
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What is compressible?

In a compressible sequence, some parts of the sequence must be regular enough to be described shortly.

**Examples of compressible and incompressible sequences**

The output code may be the answer of an observer which is prompted for a description of the sequences.

\[s_0 = \text{ACGCGACCATCGGCCAGCTCGGCTTCCGCCCAGGCAGCCT}\]

Type of regularity: statistical regularity: statistical bias in nucleotidic usage.

Code:

011001100100100111000110110100011101001110111101100110011001110110110

Explanations: 01, 10 and 00 give the most common base used: C, G and A.

According to this a new code is given to each nucleotide: A=110, C=0, G=10 and T(U)=111

\(s_0\) reveals a statistical regularity: 50% C, 25% G, 12.5% A and 12.5% T.

The new coding allocates short codes to frequent characters and longer codes to rare characters.

This is a Huffman coding, it ensures that an unique decompression is possible.

**original size**: 80 bits, **compressed size**: 76 bits \(\Rightarrow\) **compression rate** = 5%
Statistical compression views the sequence as it has been produced by a random process that chooses each character in respect to a probability law.

The *model* of the compression method looks at the character frequencies.

**The more realistic the model is, the more compressed the sequence will be.**

Statistical regularities are at the origin of the Shannon’s *Theory of Information* (1949).

They are well studied in genetic sequence (example: nucleotidic composition of isochores).

**But genetic sequences are not produced from such a random process.**

The statistical model does not care about the order of the bases in the sequence.

\[ \Rightarrow \text{algebraic regularities} \]

They are defined by properties on the order of the bases in the sequence (repeats, genetic palindromes, etc). They are local regularities whereas statistical regularities are global ones.

The models used are *algorithmic* instead of random processes.

These are the central concepts of the *Algorithmic Theory of Information*, also called the *Theory of Kolmogorov Complexity* (1969).

**Algebraic compression algorithms are able to point out regular segments of the sequence and to suggest an algorithmic process to produce these segments (explanations).**

---
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They do not propose any biochemical explanation of the presence of the segment.

But if biologically relevant models are used in the compression algorithms, they results would have biological implications.

\[ s_1 = \underbrace{\text{CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC}} \]

Type of regularity: runs of nucleotides.

Code: R, 40, C (in binary format, we have to code R, 40 and C)

*original size*: 80 bits, *compressed size*: 17 bits \( \Rightarrow \text{compression rate} = 78\% \)

\[ s_1 \] is extremely compressible.

\[ s_2 = \text{ACGACGACGACGACGACGACGACGACGACGACGACGACG} \]

Type of regularity: runs of polynucleotides of any size

Code: R, 13, ACG (in binary format, we have to code R, 13, the length 3 of the repeated polynucleotide and ACG)

*original size*: 80 bits, *compressed size*: 21 bits \( \Rightarrow \text{compression rate} = 74\% \)

\[ s_2 \] is extremely compressible.
Analysis and Comparison of Sequences: an Informational Approach

What is compressible?

\[ s_3 = \text{CGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCC} \]

Type of regularity: runs of nucleotides with point mutations
Code: \( R, 40, C, (2, G), (36, G) \)
\( s_3 \) is compressible but less than \( s_1 \)
It requires a more sophisticated compression algorithm
The more the segment contains mutations, the less it would be compressed.

Until which number of mutations is the sequence compressible?
Answer: It depends on the size of the recoding of the sequence:
- size of the sequence
- the number of mutations
- the positions of each mutation

The fact that the algorithm computes the compression rate helps to distinguish between runs of nucleotides altered by mutations and “random” segments.
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\[ s_4 = \text{AGCGGCTATTGCTCTACGTGTGACCGTAGTTCCACGACAC} \]

Type of regularity?
Code: \( P, \text{AGCGGCTATTGCTCTACGTGTGACCGTAGTTCCACGACAC} \)
The algorithm cannot find any shorter description of \( s_4 \).
The only code it can output contains \( s_4 \) itself.
**For this algorithm** \( s_4 \) is incompressible: it is “random”.

\[ s_5 = \text{TGCTCTGCTCTGCTCTGCTGTCGGGCTCTGCTCTGCTGTGTCGTAGCTGC} \]
\[ s_6 = \text{TCTGCTACTGCTGGTCTGTGAGCTGCGTGCTGGTGC} \]

Type of regularity: runs of polynucleotides of any length with mutations
Code:
\( R, 12, \text{TGC, S(5, C), D(9), I(17, A)} \)
\( R, 12, \text{TGC, S(6, A), S(7, G), D(3), I(4, A), I(5, G), S(6, G)} \)

Are \( s_5 \) and (or) \( s_6 \) compressible?
\[ \text{compression rate} = \frac{72 - 42}{72} = -42\% \]
\[ \text{compression rate} = \frac{72 - 17}{72} = -7\% \]
\( \Rightarrow s_5 \) is more regular than \( s_6 \)
Analysis and Comparison of Sequences: an Informational Approach

What is compressible?

$s_7 = \text{AGTACATATAGTCGACATGCATGCAATGTCGACATAC}$

Type of regularity: exact direct repeats

Code: $1, (26, 8, 12), \text{AGTACATATAGTCGACATGCATGCAATG}$

$s_7$ is compressible because the repeated subword is long enough: \( \text{compression rate} = \frac{80 - 70}{90} = 5\% \)

All the preceding segments could have been inferred by a human observer using the Occam’s Razor principle: “the sortest descriptions are the more probable”.

Every description is sufficient to reconstruct the original sequence.

In fact, the encoded version is a “program” to compute the original sequence.

Analysis and Comparison of Sequences: an Informational Approach

Compression relatively to a model = understanding

A compression algorithm is fixed and completely independent of the input sequence. It tries to compute a compressed version of the sequence.

Sometimes it reaches this goal, sometimes it fails!

A compression algorithm leans upon a model of a regular sequence and includes a synthetic code to describe a regular segment that fits the model.

Two steps:

1. it search the regular segments that fit the model
2. it computes the encoding of the sequence using the regularities detected. This code gives the specific data that allows to recover the sequence relatively to the model.

If the sequence fits the model, the resulting code is shorter than the original sequence and compression is achieved.

If the sequence does not fit the model, the compression would output a longer code than the sequence.

For biological experiments, the model is originated by a biochemical hypothesis or property. The correct conception of the model from the hypothesis requires an in-depth cooperation between biologists and computer scientists; It often asks to refine the biochemical hypothesis.
Compression implies understanding because:

- The compression algorithm analyses how the sequence fits the model
- The compression rate evaluates, in term of information contents, how much the knowledge of the model allows to reduce the sequence description: it gives a quantitative and comparable measure of the validity of the hypothesis on a sequence.

Thus compression is a tool to test properties on genetic sequences

Notice:
In practice, the compressed sequence in binary format is not required. We just have to compute the compression rate and to give the localisations and the types of all regularities detected.

Applications: examples of compression algorithms

Catalog of compression algorithms, dedicated to DNA sequence analysis, developed in the BioInformatics team (LIFL).

Widely used text compression algorithms (LZ77, LZ78, ...), implemented in pkzip, gzip, compress, ... are not able to compress genetic sequences!

Indeed, the repeats in natural texts are quite small and the occurrences occur not far from each other.

⇒ Need of dedicated compression methods

1. Cfact (É. Rivals)
Cfact considers repeats that might be very long and with occurrences far away from each other.

It can objectively and automatically detect significant direct repeats and measure the “repetitiveness” of a sequence.

Model of DNA sequence evolution: the sequence is constructed by segment duplications.

Remark:
Sequences only contain mutated repeats, but mutated repeats must include exact repeats.

Example:
The gene for human growth hormone (66495 bp) contains one huge approximate repeat (approx. 20000 bp). Inside this approximate repeat, we find long exact repeats.
Numerous pattern matching algorithms exist to find repeats in strings but Cfact select some of them according to their compressibility.

Cfact allows:
- to locate repeated segments in a sequence
- to measure their quantitative importance by the compression rate
- to assert a significative presence of repeats if the sequence has been compressed.

Two phases:
1. search of all repeats in the sequence:
   - Judicious use of the Suffix Tree of the sequence (compact index of all subwords of the sequence)
2. encoding of the detected repeats:
   - A choice must be made about the repeats:
     - it is not possible to consider all repeats because of overlapping occurrences.
     - too short repeats do not lead to effective local compression: the corresponding code is longer than the occurrence itself.

Heuristic:
All repeats are considered in decreasing length order and a repeat is selected only if it can be encoded shortly.

⇒⇒ guarantee of compression:

If the sequence contains at least one repeat that can be encoded shortly, it is effectively compressed by Cfact

⇒⇒ using the compression rate values, one may classify any set of sequences upon the repetitiveness criterion.

For each selected repeat, the following pointer to the 1st occurrence take place of the 2nd (3rd, 4th,...) one: (pos 2nd, pos 1st, length).

Results:
Cfact has been applied to the whole genome of Haemophilus Influenzae and 210 exact repeats have been found (length from 19 bp to 5563 bp).

2. Cpal (É. Rivals)

Cpal does, for genetic palindromes, the same work as Cfact did for direct repeats.

What is a genetic palindrome?

ACTAAGCTACCTGTAAGCTACCTCG

A couple of subwords \((f, g)\), \(g\) (resp. \(f\)) being the reverse and complementary copy of \(f\) (resp. \(g\)).
In a genetic palindrome, the 2nd subword \( g \) can be replaced by the triplet of integers identifying \( f \).

\[ \implies \text{Same coding scheme as } C_{fact} \]

**Remarks:**

- only two subwords are involved in a genetic palindrome whereas more subwords (occurrences) could be concerned by a direct repeat
- \( C_{fact}\text{pal} \) is a combination of \( C_{fact} \) and \( C_{pal} \). At each step, it chooses either to code a direct repeat or a genetic palindrome.

### 3. ATR (É. Rivals)

Compression of sequences that contain *Approximate Tandem Repeats (ATRs)* of any short motif (mono-, di- or trinucleotides).

**Exact Tandem Repeat (ETR):** 
ACGTGATCATCATCATCATCATCATCAT

**Approximate Tandem Repeat (ATR):**
GGAATgATCACAgCAgTCggC

Matter of interest because the amplification of ATRs was discovered to cause genetic diseases.

Model of DNA sequence evolution: generation of tandem repeats by amplification of a single motif. Later point mutations (substitutions, deletions, insertions).
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**Given a window of a sequence and a motif length (1, 2 or 3), ATR does:**

- choice of a motif \( u \): the most frequent in the window
- location and encoding of all ATRs of \( u \) in the window.

A list of possible degenerated forms of \( u \) is known by the program.

Encoding (in binary format): \((i, n, (\text{mutation list...}))\) where:

- \( i \) is the beginning position of the ATR in the window
- the motif \( u \) has been replicated \( n \) times
- the corresponding segment has been altered by the list \( \text{mutation list} \) of point mutations.

If the sequence is effectively compressed by ATR, then this generation process is a better explanation than a random process.

**Experiments:** study of the repartition of ATR zones along already (4) known yeast chromosomes.

Each chromosome was cut up into 500bp long adjacent windows. The method has been applied to all windows for each motif length.
Results:

- ATRs appear in the same proportion over each studied chromosome
- 9% of the windows contain significant ATRs
- Discovered ATR zones invalidate hypothetical mechanisms about their generation (blocking of DNA polymerase movement during the replication by a specific space conformation of the molecule): this space conformation is not possible for the detected ATRs.

4. **TURBOOptLIFT** (O. Delgrange)

This is not a new compression method.

**Goal**: the location of repetitive regions in sequences by optimizing an existing compression method.

We want to study a local property $P$ in a sequence.

> Where does the property $P$ occur “by chance”
> and where does it occur as the result of a specific process?

**Principle**:

1. **The whole sequence** is compressed by exploiting the property $P$
2. Then the sequence is decomposed into alternating regions that are:
   - either **repetitive regions** for the property $P$
   - or **non repetitive regions**: it is preferable to keep these regions as they are instead of compressing them.
Given:
- a sequence $S$
- a lossless compression method which exploits the property $P$

The location of repetitive regions (for $P$) consists in:

```
Computing an optimal decomposition of $S$
into regions to compress and regions to keep as they are
in order to maximize the global compression gain
```

However, additional informations must be coded with each copy to allow the deciphering of the new compressed sequence.

**In compressed regions, the property is said to be relevant.**
**In copy regions, it is said not to be so.**

The algorithm TURBOOPTLIFT computes an optimal decomposition in time $O(n \log n)$

Application: Location of Approximate Tandem Repeats of a given pattern $M$ in a DNA sequence $S$

Implied in some genetic diseases

**Exact Tandem Repeat (ETR):** ACGTgATC ATC ATC ATC ATC ATC ATC AT C AT GAC
**Approximate Tandem Repeat (ATR):** GGA ATg ATC AC AgC AgTC ggC AGACA

**Problem:** Even if the basic pattern of the ATR is given, everything is ATR!
- How can we locate ATR zones?
- Objective criterion to accept/reject and delimit an ATR zone?

We present a new location method that requires the knowledge of the pattern but do not need any threshold or any restrictive definition of an ATR.
Example: \( M = TTC \) and \( S \) is the 1000-bases long fragment of yeast chromosome 11 starting at position 63700:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TAATAGCATTAATAAGATTTGATTTGATTAATATATGATATGTTATAGTACGTGGTATAATTCCAGCA} \\
\text{TTCCGTCGAGTTGTCGATGCCTATCAGCTGGGCCACAATGACGCTATGTAATATAGGTTAAAAGTAGCAAGCTAAATATATATA} \\
\text{CATAATGCAAGAAAAGCATATAGATTCTGATACCTGGCCACATTAATATGTACGTGGTATAATTCCAGCA} \\
\text{TTCCGTCGAGTTGTCGATGCCTATCAGCTGGGCCACAATGACGCTATGTAATATAGGTTAAAAGTAGCAAGCTAAATATATATA} \\
\text{CATAATGCAAGAAAAGCATATAGATTCTGATACCTGGCCACATTAATATGTACGTGGTATAATTCCAGCA}
\end{align*}
\]
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The Compression Method for ATRs

We consider that the whole sequence \( S \) is an ATR of \( M \) and we try to compress \( S \) using this property.

For this, we use the Wraparound Dynamic Programming (WDP) technique (Fischetti, Landau, Schmidt and Sellers - 1992):

The WDP computes the optimal alignment of the sequence \( S \) with the infinite ETR of \( M \), i.e. with \( M^{\infty} \).

The alignment is computed in \( O(np) \) time where \( |S| = n \) and \( |M| = p \).

It computes the minimal list of point mutations which transforms an ETR of \( M \) into \( S \).
To compress the sequence, we just have to make a cheap coding of the list of point mutations. We use a coding scheme that favours consecutive matches in the alignment. We consider that the alignment is a sequel of groups of consecutive matches, each group separated from the following by one point mutation. Thus we code the sequel:

1. The length of $M$
2. $M$ (2 bits per nucleotide)
3. the number of matches in the first group
4. the 1st point mutation
5. the number of matches in the second group
6. the 2nd point mutation
7. etc...

Each point mutation is coded over 3 bits. All these informations are enough to reconstruct the initial sequence $S$. 
Optimization Principle: Use of the Compression Curve

Compression Curve: For each position $i$ in the sequence, the ordinate is the partial gain obtained by the compression of the prefix of $S$ ending at $i$.

- Improvement of the Curve by Liftings

Application of a rupture
**General Optimization Problem**

Given:
- A modular compression method $\mathcal{C}$ which allows the use of a rupture flag.
- A sequence $S$ of length $n$ that we compress using $\mathcal{C}$.
- A fixed rupture curve.

Find the optimal decomposition of the sequence into segments that must be compressed and subwords that must be copied as they are in order to maximize the global compression gain.

---

**Technical Constraint**

The rupture curve must be decreasing and concave ('reversed logarithm curve').

\[
R(j) - R(j + d) \geq R(j') - R(j' + d) \quad \text{if} \quad j < j' \quad \text{and} \quad d > 0
\]

$\implies$ Use of this specific shape of the rupture curves: precise crossing point of two rupture curves.

**TUROPTLIFT Algorithm**

Provides one optimal curve in time $O(n \log n)$
The curve is processed from left to right. A List of Potential Ruptures is maintained (LPR). For each position, at most $O(\log n)$ potential ruptures are present in LPR. The greatest one is applied if it improves the partial curve.

$\Rightarrow$ Unique optimal curve and minimal in rupture computed in time $O(n \log n)$. 
Use of TURBOOPTLIFT to Locate Repetitive Regions

We must have at our disposal a modular lossless compression method $C$ which tries to compress by exploiting the particular kind of repetitive regions.

**The choice of the initial compression method is very important.**

3 repetitive regions: $S_{y-1}$, $S_{y+1}$, $S_{y+n}$

2 non repetitive regions: $S_{x-y}$ and $S_{x'-y'}$ (ruptures)

**The repetitive regions are significant at the scale of the whole sequence:**

If a repetitive subword is not significant enough at the scale of the whole sequence, its local gain will be absorbed in a longer rupture.

Another compression method may be applied to non repetitive regions.
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Back to the Location of ATR in DNA sequences

Let $S$ be the whole yeast chromosome 11 (666448 bases) and $M = TTC$.

Computation of the minimal list of point mutations: takes 8 seconds (Sparcstation 20).
Analysis and Comparison of Sequences: an Informational Approach

Optimization by liftings: takes 12 seconds

3 ATR and 4 ruptures

Three ATR located:

1. Begin: 63951, length: 393, gain: 308

2. Begin: 519431, length: 45, gain: 30
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Example: \( M = \tau, S: \) whole yeast chromosome 11.

\begin{itemize}
\item Genome length: 1664970 bp
\item All possible patterns \( M \) with length in \([1, 6]\), but:
  \begin{itemize}
  \item only primitives roots (AT but not ATAT)
  \item only Lyndon words (lexicographically first circular permutation: AGTG but not TGAG).
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

**Results**

- 41 ATRs with length in \([14, 161]\), average length of 43 bp
- most of them are related to hexanucleotide patterns
- the most frequent patterns are nearly periodic: \(AAAAAG,...\)
- 18 microsatellites are located in intergenic regions
- 17 microsatellites are located inside a gene
- 6 microsatellites span over gene boundaries

Output of all detected zones because some small ones are part of larger, but composite, microsatellites (several interleaved zones concerning different patterns). Since we do not have to give an arbitrary level of authorized imperfectness in the ATR, the method seems to be a consistent tool for microsatellites automatic annotation.
Application: Location of Locally Repetitive Regions (LRR)

**LRR**: a lot of short or long repeats with close occurrences

\[\Rightarrow\] no precise definition

**Notice**: ATR belong to LRR

**Example**:

```
AAAAACAGAAACAGAAACAGAAACAGAAACAGAAACAGAAACAGAAACAGAAACAGAAACAG
```

**Solution**: Application of TURBOOptLIFT to the result of the compression algorithm LZ77

Usually compression programs use LZ77: pkzip, gzip, arj,...

**Principle of LZ77**: a sliding window runs through the sequence from left to right.

It contains two parts:
1. a dictionary (left)
2. a lookahead buffer (right)

At each step:
The dictionary is used to compress the beginning of the buffer: a code, describing the repeat, is output and then the window slides to the right to skip the repeat.

Example: the DNA segment:

```
AAAAAGAACAGAAACAGAAACAGAACTAAAA
```

will be compressed to (in binary format):

```
\{0, 0, A\}1, 4, c\{3, 2, c\}5, 4, A\{6, 6, A\}8, 3, \tau\{21, 13, c\}
```

If there are only a few repetitions, the compression will be disastrous!

TURBOOptLIFT can be used to optimize the result of LZ77

\[\Rightarrow\] Precise location of LRR

Allows the location of ATR without the knowledge of the pattern!

**Notice**:
The shape of the rupture curve is very important, it determines the sensitivity of the decomposition.

From now on, it is still difficult to characterize the detected zones because of our imprecise definition of LRR.
Example: Yeast chromosome 4 (1 522 191pb)

Before optimization:

After optimization:
Examples of detected LRR:

CACACCCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACACCACAC
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Experiments:
Use of the transformational distance to construct phylogenetic trees.
Data: 46 genes of mitochondrial rRNA 16S in crustacea isopoda.
Results: phylogenetic analysis in agreement with known phylogenetic results.

Benefit:
This phylogeny inference does not need the initial construction of a multiple alignment
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